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The base-2 expansion of trace sequences over Galois rings of charac-
teristic 2e and size 2em gives rise to e binary coordinate sequences of
increasing linear complexity. An expression for the coordinate sequences
in terms of elementary symmetric functions is provided. For a class of the
coordinate sequences derived from the base-2 expansion of the trace
sequences of characteristic 23, the linear complexity is determined
exactly. ] 1999 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
Let GF(2m) denote the Galois field with 2m elements, and let : be a primitive
element in GF(2m). Every binary sequence s(t), t # Z of period 2m&1 can be
expressed as a polynomial s(t)=d ud :dt in :t of degree 2m&2.
The linear complexity of a binary sequence is the smallest degree of a linear
recursion satisfied by the sequence. In terms of its polynomial expansion, the linear
complexity or linear span of a binary sequence equals the number of nonzero coef-
ficients. Thus, s(t) has linear complexity
L(s(t))=|[d | ud {0]|.
Let tr( } ) denote the trace function from GF(2m) to Z2 . The binary m-sequence
of period 2m&1 can be described as
a(t)=tr(:t)= :
m&1
i=0
:2it,
which has linear complexity equal to m. For e1, let GR(2e, m) denote the Galois
ring of 2em elements and of characteristic 2e. Let ; be an element of order 2m&1
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in GR(2e, m) such that the modulo 2 reduction of ; equals :. Let T( } ):
GR(2e, m)  Z2e denote the trace function over GR(2e, m).
When e=2, let
s(t)=T(a;t)=s0 (t)+2s1 (t)
denote the decomposition of the sequence s(t) into two binary sequences s0 (t) and
s1 (t), where a # GR(22, m). If a{0(mod 2), it is known [BK94] that
s0 (t)=tr(:t)
and
s1 (t)=tr(a :t)+ :
0i< jm&1
:(2i+2 j) t (mod 2),
where a#a (mod 2). Thus the binary coordinate sequences s0 (t) and s1 (t) have
linear complexity m and m(m+1)2, respectively. Sequences with large linear com-
plexity are of interest in secure communication and in cryptography. It is therefore
natural to investigate the linear span of the coordinate sequences si (t),
i=0, 1, ..., e&1, in the expansion
T(a;t)=s0 (t)+2s1 (t)+ } } } +2e&1se&1 (t)
of the trace function T(a;t), a # GR(2e, m), over Galois rings of characteristic
2e, e3.
Let _i (x1 , x2 , ..., xm), i=0, 1, ..., m, denote the i th elementary symmetric function
in the indeterminates xi . It is apparent that
s0 (t)=_1 (:t, ..., :2
m&1t)
and
s1 (t)=_1 (a :t, ..., a :2
m&1t)+_2 (:t, ..., :2
m&1t).
It is natural to ask if the coordinates s i , i2, can be expressed in terms of elemen-
tary symmetric functions. Using the structure of the Galois ring, the linear com-
plexity for all coordinate sequences decomposed from T(a;t) over GR(23, m) is
determined, some exactly and the remaining by bounds.
The linear complexity of coordinate sequences has previously been considered in
[DBG90, Da92, Ku93, KN93, KH97]. The focus in the first four papers is
however, on the coordinate sequences associated to maximum-length sequences
over Galois rings. In the paper of Kumar and Helleseth [KH97] bounds of the
linear complexity of the coordinate sequence decomposed from T(;t) over
GR(2e, m) are stated. Thus they only consider the linear complexity of one of the
2em sequences by choosing a=1. In this paper, the linear complexity of s2 (t) is
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studied by a different method, which gives more details. As a result the linear
complexity of s2 (t) is determined exactly, or by sharper bounds than in [KH97].
2. GALOIS RINGS
A polynomial g(x) # Z2e[x] is called a basic irreducible polynomial over Z2e if
the modulo 2 reduction of g(x) is an irreducible polynomial over Z2 . Then
GR(2e, m)#Z2e[x](g(x)),
where g(x) is a monic basic irreducible polynomial in Z2e[x] of degree m.
By [Mc74, Theorem XVI.9] the Galois ring contains a cyclic group of order
2m&1. Let ; be a generator of this group, and let T denote the set
T=[0] _ [1, ;, ..., ;2m&2]
of Teichmuller representatives. Let a be any element in GR(2e, m); then a can be
expressed uniquely by the elements in T as
a=;1+2;2+ } } } +2e&1;e ,
where ;i # T. For convenience, define ;=0.
We define the Hensel lifting that constructs a basic irreducible polynomial over
Z2e from an irreducible polynomial over Z2 . The proof can be found in [KHC95].
Lemma 1. Let f (x) be a primitive polynomial over Z2 of degree m. Then g(x),
given by
g(x2)=(&1)m f (x) f (&x)
is a basic irreducible polynomial over Z4 such that n=2m&1 is the smallest integer
satisfying g(x) | (xn&1). The Hensel lifting can be applied repeatedly e&1 times to
get a basic irreducible polynomial over Z2e and such that n=2m&1 is the smallest
integer satisfying g(x) | (xn&1).
3. TRACE SEQUENCES AND ITS COORDINATES
Let GR(2e, m)$Z2e[x](g(x)), where g(x) is a monic basic primitive polynomial
of degree m such that g(;)=0. Let A denote the set
A=[s(t)=T(a;t) | t # Z, a # GR(2e, m)].
Let the sequences in A be divided into two sets, A1 and A2 , where the sequences
in the first set are equal to the all-zero sequence modulo 2. The set A2 contains the
remaining sequences from A. The following result can be found in [Ma96,
Theorem 2.5.8].
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Theorem 1. The set A satisfies the properties:
1. All sequences s(t) # A, except the all-zero sequence, have period 2m&1.
2. |A1 |=2
(e&1)m, and there are ei=2 2
m(e&i) cyclically distinct sequences in A1 .
These cyclically distinct sequences can be described as T((2i+2i+1; i+1+ } } } +
2e&1;e&1);t), 1ie&1, where ;i # T.
3. |A2 |=(2
m&1)2(e&1)m, and there are 2(e&1)m cyclically distinct sequences in
A2 . These cyclically distinct sequences can be described as T((1+2;1+ } } } +
2e&1;e&1);t), where ;i # T.
Cyclically equivalent sequences have the same linear complexity. Therefore, when
considering the linear complexity measure, we only have to consider the cyclically
distinct sequences. In fact, we have the result
Theorem 2. Let K be the set of cyclically distinct sequences in the set A1 over
GR(2e, m) and let M be the set of cyclically distinct sequences in A over
GR(2e&1, m). Then K=2M, where the set 2M contains the sequences in M multiplied
with 2.
Proof. Since |K|= |2M| it is enough to show the existence and uniqueness of
such a relation. Let s(t)=T((2i+ } } } +2e&1;e&1);t) be a sequence in K. We want
to show that there exists a sequence p(t) in M such that s(t)=2p(t).
The sequence s(t) can be expressed as s(t)=2s$ (t), where
s$ (t)=T((2i&1+ } } } +2e&2;e&1);t).
Let the modulo 2e&1 reduction map of s$ (t) be a sequence p(t). Let $ be a generator
of T over GR(2e&1, m). Then, by Hensel lifting, it can be shown that ;#$ (mod
2e&1). Hence,
p(t)=T((2i&1+ } } } +2e&2$e&1) $t),
which clearly is a sequence in M. It follows that s(t)=2p(t). K
It follows that the coordinate sequences decomposed from A1 equal the coor-
dinate sequences decomposed from the set A over GR(2e&1, m). Let s(t) be a
sequence in A2 over GR(2e, m). Then s(t) can be uniquely written as s(t)=
p(t)+2e&1se&1 (t), where se&1 (t) is the e th coordinate sequence in the base-2
expansion. p(t) is a sequence in A over GR(2e&1, m). Hence, the base-2 expansion
of s(t) and p(t) each give e&1 binary sequences which are identical. But the expan-
sion of s(t) gives also the last coordinate sequence se&1 (t).
Hence, we only have to consider the coordinate sequences se&1 (t) decomposed
from the cyclically distinct sequences in A2 over GR(2e, m). In the following we
restrict the analysis to these coordinate sequences.
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4. THE COORDINATE SEQUENCES
Let f (x)=xm+am&1xm&1+ } } } +a1 x+a0 be a polynomial over a commutative
ring R. If :1 , :2 , ..., :m are zeros of f (x) in a splitting ring, then
am&k=(&1)k _k (:1 , :2 , ..., :m).
In the following we will use the notation _k (;) for _k (;1 , ;2 , ..., ;m). If f (x) is a
monic basic primitive polynomial over Z2e&1 and g(x) the Hensel-lifted polynomial
of f (x) over Z2e , then we can express the coefficients in g(x) by the zeros of f (x)
as follows:
Lemma 2. Let f (x) be a monic basic primitive polynomial of degree m over Z2e&1
with ;, ;2, ..., ;2m&1 as zeros. If g(x)=xm+ gm&1xm&1+ } } } + g1 x+ g0 # Z2e is the
Hensel lifting of f (x) then
gm&i=2 :
i&1
j=0
(&1) j _ j (;) _2i& j (;)+(&1) i _2i (;)
for 1im.
Proof. We can express the coefficients of f (x) by the elementary symmetric
functions in the variables ;, ;2, ..., ;2m&1 as
f (x)=xm&_1 (;)xm&1+_2 (;)xm&2+ } } } +(&1)m _m (;).
By Hensel’s lifting, g(x2)=(&1)m f (x) f (&x). In any case, m odd or even,
(&1)m f (&x)=xm+_1 (;)xm&1+_2 (;)xm&2+ } } } +_m (;).
Let the coefficients of g(x2) be gi$ , 0i2m. Then, for all odd i, gi$=0 by definition
of Hensel’s lifting. By induction of the polynomial multiplication above,
gm&i= g$2m&2i=2 :
i&1
j=0
(&1) j _j (;) _2i& j (;)+(&1) i _2i (;). K
Let #, #2, ..., #2m&1 be the zeros of g(x) over Z2e . Then
(&1)k _k (#)=2 :
k&1
j=0
(&1) j _j (;) _2k& j (;)+(&1)k _2k(;).
By this observation, we can express every trace sequence from any Galois ring as
a sum of elements from the Galois field. Hence, we have an recursive expression
for the sum of the coordinate sequences in terms of the elementary symmetric
functions.
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5. LINEAR COMPLEXITY OF S2 (T )
Let : be a generator of the field GF(2m). Let $ and ; be generators of T over
GR(22, m) and GR(23, m), respectively. By Lemma 2,
T(;)=T 2 ($)&2_2 ($).
By Lemma 2 and since _ ji (:)=_i (:), it follows that
T(;)=tr(:)+2_2 (:)+4(_4 (:)+tr(:) _3 (:)+tr(:) _2 (:)).
Let s(t)=T((1+2;i+4; j);t) be a sequence in A2 . The sequence s(t) can be
expressed as
s(t)=tr(:t)+2(tr(:t+i)+_2 (:t))
+4(_4 (:t)+tr(:t) _3 (:t)+tr(:t) _2 (:t)+_2 (:t+i)+tr(:t+ j)).
Lemma 3. Let s(t)=T((1+2;i+4; j);t) be a sequence in A2 . Then
s2 (t)=_4 (:t)+tr(:t) _3 (:t)+tr(:t) _2 (:t)+_2 (:t+i)
+tr(:t+ j)+tr(:t+i) _2 (:t).
Proof. Intuitively, we would believe that s2 (t) is given by
_4 (:t)+tr(:t) _3 (:t)+tr(:t) _2 (:t)+_2 (:t+i)+tr(:t+ j). (1)
But, if tr(:t+i) and _2 (:t) both are equal to 1 for a fixed t, then 2(tr(:t+i)+
_2 (:t))=4. Hence, s2 given by (1), should be increased by 1 (mod 2). By adding
tr(:t+i) _2 (:t) to (1) the result is proved. K
Instead of finding the degree of the minimal polynomial which generates a
sequence, we can find the number of zeros from GF(2m) of the minimal polynomial
of the sequence. It will be helpful to have the following definition.
Definition 1. Let k be any integer. The weight, r, of k is the weight of its
binary expansion k=ni=0 ki2
i, i.e.,
r=|[ki | ki {0, 0in]|.
We will say that the elements :kt+i and :kt are of weight k.
We want to find the linear complexity of the coordinate sequences s2 (t) for any
m. We start with our main results.
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Theorem 3. Let s(t)=T((1+2;i+4; j);t) be a sequence in A2 . If m5 then
\m4 ++m(m&3), if i, j=,
\m4 ++m(m&2), if i= and j{,
L(s2 (t))=
\m4 ++\
m&3
3 ++\
m&4
2 ++m
m&3
2
, if i= j=0,
\m4 ++\
m&3
3 ++\
m&4
2 ++\
m
2 + , if i=0 and j>0.
In general, we have the following bound.
Corollary 1. Let s(t)=T((1+2;i+4; j);t) be a sequence in A2 . If m5 then
L(s2 (t))\m4 ++m,
if j{2m&2i (mod 2m&1).
For comparison, the sequences in [DBG90] of length 4(2m&1) were shown to
have linear complexity at least ( m4 ). These sequences have four times the length of
our family A2 sequences, but they cannot guarantee better linear complexity. In
fact, we can guarantee larger linear complexity. See Appendix B for numerical
results of the linear complexity of s2 (t).
The proofs of the previous two results are stated at the end of this section. First,
some helpful results follows. We will find all cancellations in the expression of the
s2 (t) sequence. In the following : will be a primitive element in GF(2m), m>4.
Lemma 4. _4 (:t) is a sum of ( m4 ) different terms of the form :
it of weight 4.
This is easy to verify and the proof is therefore omitted.
Lemma 5. tr(:t) _3 (:t) can be expressed as a sum of 4m+( m&42 )+(
m&3
3 )
different elements from GF(2m) as
tr(:t) _3 (:t)=tr(:t)+tr(:3t)+tr(:5t)+tr(:7t)
+ :
1s<u&1, u<vm&2
:(2s+2u+2v+1) t
+ :
2s<u&1, um&2
:(1+2s+2u) t.
The proof is of technical art, and can be found in Appendix A.
Lemma 6. Let : be a primitive element in GF(2m), m5. Then
tr(:t) _2 (:t)
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can be expressed as a sum of 2m+( m3 ) different elements from GF(2
m), where the
sum is given as
tr(:t) _2 (:t)=tr(:t)+tr(:3t)
+ :
0s<u<rm&1
:(2s+2u+2r) t.
As for the previous lemma, the proof can be found in the Appendix A.
Lemma 7. Let : be a primitive element in GF(2m), m5. Then
tr(:t) _3 (:t)+tr(:t) _2 (:t)
can be expressed as a sum of m(m&3) different elements from GF(2m), where the
sum is given as
tr(:5t)+ :
m&2
r=3
:(1+2+2r) t+ :
m&3
r=2
:(1+2r+2m&1) t
+ :
m&2
r=3
:(1+2r&1+2r) t+ :
m&4
r=1
:(2r+2m&2+2m&1) t
+ :
2u<r&1, rm&1
:(2u&1+2u+2r) t+ :
1s<r&2, rm&2
:(2s+2r&1+2r) t.
The proof can be found in Appendix A.
Lemma 8. Let : be a primitive element in GF(2m) , m5. Then
:
(m&1)2
k=1
tr(:(2k+1)(t+i)), if m odd,
_2 (:t+i)={ :(m&2)2
k=1
tr(:(2k+1)(t+i))+trm21 (:
(2m2+1)(t+i)), if m even.
The result is known for m odd, see for example in [BK94]. The proof is stated
in Appendix A.
Proof of Theorem 3. If i= j= then
s2 (t)=_4 (:t)+tr(:t) _2 (:t)+tr(:t) _3 (:t).
By Lemma 7,
s2 (t)=_4 (:t)+tr(:5t)+ :
m&2
r=3
:(1+2+2r) t+ :
m&3
r=2
:(1+2r+2m&1) t
+ :
m&2
r=3
:(1+2r&1+2r) t+ :
m&4
r=1
:(2r+2m&2+2m&1) t
+ :
2u<r&1, rm&1
:(2u&1+2u+2r) t+ :
1s<r&2, rm&2
:(2s+2r&1+2r) t,
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where no terms are equal. The number of terms are ( m4 )+m(m&3), and the result
follows.
If i= and j{ then s2 (t) is given as above and by adding tr(:t+ j). Hence,
the linear complexity increases by m.
If i= j=0, then s2 (t) is given as
s2 (t)=_4 (:t)+tr(:t) _3 (:t)+tr(:t)+_2 (:t).
By Lemma 5 and Lemma 8,
s2 (t)=_4 (:t)+tr(:7t)+ :
(m&1)2
k=3
tr(:(2k+1) t)
+ :
1s<u&1, u<vm&2
:(2s+2u+2v+1) t
+ :
2s<u&1, um&2
:(1+2s+2u) t,
if m is odd. If m is even, then
s2 (t)=_4 (:t)+tr(:7t)+ :
(m&2)2
k=3
tr(:(2k+1) t)
+trm21 (:
(2m2+1) t)+ :
1s<u&1, u<vm&2
:(2s+2u+2v+1) t
+ :
2s<u&1, um&2
:(1+2s+2u) t.
In both cases the number of terms equals ( m4 )+(
m&3
3 )+(
m&4
2 )+m((m&3)2).
If i=0 and j>0, then s2 (t) is given as in the case where i= j=0 and by adding
tr(:t+ j). Hence, the linear complexity increases by m and is given as stated. This
proves the theorem. K
Proof of Corollary 1. The elements of weight 1 will survive cancellations if
j{2m&2i (mod 2). Since all elements of weight 4 will survive, the result is
proved. K
APPENDIX A: PROOFS
This appendix gives some very technical proofs of several lemmas needed in order
to prove the main results.
Proof of Lemma 5. Let
tr(:) _3 (:)= :
m&1
r=0
:
0s<u<vm&1
:2r+2s+2u+2v.
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Every element of weight 4 has exponents r, s, u, and v which are parwise distinct.
There are four different cases: r<s<u<v, s<r<u<v, s<u<r<v and
s<u<v<r. Each of these cases gives four elements with the same exponent. There-
fore, no element will have weight 4 after cancellations. Hence, r has to equal either
s, u or v.
The only possible weights of the elements are 1, 2, and 3. Any cancellations are
between elements of the same weight. We can easily find conditions which decide
the weight of an element by considering the cases r=s, r=u, and r=v.
The following elements are all of weight 1:
:2r+2s+2u+2v={
:2v+1, if r=s=u&1, u=v&1, v<m&1,
:, if r=s=u&1, u=v&1, v=m&1,
:2, if r=u=v&1, v=m&1, s=0,
:4, if r=v=m&1, s=0, u=1.
In this case, the sum of the elements equal tr(:).
The following elements are all of weight 2:
:2+2u, if s=0, u>1, r=v=m&1,
:1+2s, if s>0, r=u=v&1, v=m&1,
:2r+2s+2u+2v={:1+2v+1, if s=0, r=u=v&1, v<m&1,:2s+2v+1, if s>0, r=u=v&1, v<m&1,
:2u+1+2v, if r=s=u&1, u<v&1.
The sets below correspond to the different cases above.
M=[:2+2u | 2um&2],
N=[:1+2s | 1sm&3],
P=[:1+2v+1 | 2vm&2],
Q=[:2s+2v+1 | s<v&1, 1sm&4, 3vm&2, s<v&1],
R=[:2u+1+2v | u<v&1, 1um&3, 3vm&1].
Clearly, all exponents of : in the sets N and P are odd, and all exponents of : in
the sets M, Q, and R are even. If there exist cancellations, they are between the sets
N and P and between the sets M, Q, and R. Consider possible cancellations
between elements of the sets N and P. Note that,
N & P=[:3, :5, :1+2m&2, :1+2m&1].
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Consider cancellations between the sets M, Q and R. We do this in two steps,
first consider possible cancellations between M and Q, and then possible cancella-
tions between M & Q and R. Then,
M & Q=[:6, :10, :2+2m&1] & S,
where S is given as [:2s$+2v$+1 | 2s$m&4, 4v$m&2, s$<v$&1].
Consider the set R & S. The corresponding elements are given by
S & R=[:2m&3+2m&1, :2m&3+2m&1, :2m&2+2m&1]
_ [:2u+1+2u+2, :2u+1+2u+3 | 1um&5].
The remaining elements : with exponents of weight 2 are
:3, :5, :2m&2+1, :2m&1+1, :6, :10, :2m&1+2, :2m&3+2m&1, :2m&3+2m&1,
:2m&2+2m&1, [:2i+2i+1, :2i+2i+2 | 2im&4].
The number of elements :, with exponents of weight 2, which remain are 2m. It
is not difficult to see that the sum of the remaining elements given above equals
tr(:3)+tr(:5).
The following elements are all of weight 3:
:2r+2s+2u+2v={
:2s+1+2u+2v, if r=s<u&1,
:2s+2u+1+2v, if r=u<v&1,
:2s+2u+2v+1, if r=v<m&1,
:2s+2u+1, if r=v=m&1, s>0.
As we did for exponents of weight 2, we define sets that contain the different
cases above. We have split the elements in two main sets, those with odd exponents
and those with even exponents. Clearly, in the second and third case we can get an
odd exponent if s is chosen as 0. Let
X=[:1+2s+2u | 1sm&3, 2um&2, s<u],
Y=[:1+2u+2v+1 | 1um&3, 2vm&2, u<v]
and
Z=[:1+2u+1+2v | 1um&3, 3vm&1, u<v&1]
be the sets where the exponents are odd, and let
U=[:2s+1+2u+2v | 0sm&4, 2um&2, 3vm&1, s<u&1, u<v],
V=[:2s+2u+1+2v | 1sm&4, 2um&3, 4vm&1, s<u, u<v&1]
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and
T=[:2s+2u+2v+1 | 1sm&4, 2um&3, 3vm&2, s<u<v]
be the sets where the exponents are even.
Consider possible cancellations between elements with odd exponents. We do this
in two steps, first finding possible cancellations between Y and Z and then, between
Y & Z and X.
The remaining elements from the set Y are Y*=[:1+2+2v$+1 | 2v$m&2]. In
Z the remaining elements are
Z*=[:1+2u+1+2u+2 | 1um&3].
Let X*=[:1+2+2u | 2um&2] be a subset of X. Then Y* & X*=
[:1+2+2m&1] & [:1+2+22=:7]. Let X$ be the subset of X defined as
X$=[:1+2s+2u* | 2sm&3, 3u*m&2, s<u*].
Then
Z* & X$=[:1+2m&2+2m&1] & [:1+2s+2u* | 2sm&4, 4u*m&2, s<u&1].
If we combine the results above, the remaining elements from (X & Y) & Z are
[:1+2s+2u | 2sm&4, 4um&2, s<u&1]
and
:7, :1+2+2m&1, :1+2m&2+2m&1.
Consider the elements of even weight. Consider first U & V. In V, all elements
cancel. The remaining elements in U are
O=U & V=[:2u&1+2u+2v | 2um&2, 3vm&1, u<v].
Consider cancellations between O and T. In T, all elements remain where s<u&1.
These elements are
T*=[:2s+2u+2v+1 | 1sm&5, 3um&3, 4vm&2, s<u&1, u<v].
In O, all elements remains which have exponents where u=v&1. Hence,
[:2v&2+2v&1+2v | 3vm&1].
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If we combine elements with exponents of odd and even weights, we get
((U & V) & T ) & ((X & Y) & Z)
=[:2v&2+2v&1+2v | 3vm&1]
& [:2s+2u+2v+1 | 1sm&5, 3um&3, 4vm&3, s<u&1, u<v]
& [:1+2s+2u | 2sm&4, 4um&2, s<u&1]
& [:7, :1+2+2m&1, :1+2m&2+2m&1].
Observe that the set [:2v&2+2v&1+2v | 3vm&1] is equivalent to the set
[:7 } 2i | 1im&3]. Also :7 } 2m&2 and :7 } 2m&1 are represented, corresponding to
:1+2m&2+2m&1 and :1+2+2m&1, respectively. Since also :7 is represented, we have that
these elements can be expressed with tr(:7).
Collecting the remaining elements with exponents of weight 1, 2 and 3, then
tr(:) _3 (:) can be expressed as
tr(:+:3+:5+:7)+ :
1s<u&1, u<vm&2
:2s+2u+2v+1+ :
2s<u&1, um&2
:1+2s+2u.
Clearly, tr(:i), i=1, 3, 5 and 7 is a sum of 4m different terms of :. The first sum
above has clearly ( m&33 ) different terms of : and the last sum contains (
m&4
2 )
different terms of :. K
Proof of Lemma 6. Let
tr(:) _2 (:)= :
m&1
r=0
:
0s<um&1
:2r+2s+2u.
We divide the terms of : into three sets, : with exponents of weight 1, 2, and 3,
respectively.
Clearly, if r is pairwise distinct from s and u, then we have weight 3. Consider
the cases when r is equal either to s or u.
Suppose that r=s. Then these cases arise:
:2s+1+2u, if s<u&1,
:2r+2s+2u={:2u+1, if s=u&1, u<m&1,:1, if s=u&1, u=m&1.
Suppose that r=u. Then these cases arise:
:2s+2u+1, if u<m&1
:2r+2s+2u={:2s+1, if s>0, u=m&1,:2 if s=0, u=m&1.
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Exponents of weight 1. Use the above conditions to select elements with
exponents of weight 1. Clearly, :1 and :2 and the set
[:2u+1 | 1um&2]=[:2i | 2im&1]
are elements with exponents of weight 1. Hence, the sum of these elements equals
tr(:).
Exponents of weight 2. We can easily select those elements : with exponent of
weight 2 from the conditions above. Define
M1=[:2
s+1+2u | 0sm&3, 2um&1, s<u&1],
M2=[:2
s+2u+1 | 1sm&3, 2um&2, s<u],
M3=[:1+2
u+1
| 1um&2],
M4=[:2
s+1 | 1sm&2].
Notice that we have split the case when r=u<m&1 into two sets, namely M2 and
M3 . The exponents of : in the sets M1 and M2 are even, and the exponents of :
in the sets M3 and M4 are odd. Clearly, if there are cancellations, they are between
the sets M1 and M2 , or between the sets M3 and M4 .
Consider cancellations between M3 and M4 . Note that,
M3 & M4=[:3, :1+2
m&1]. (2)
Consider cancellations between the sets M1 and M2 . In this case,
M1 & M2=[:3 } 2
i
| 1im&2]. (3)
Combining (3) and (2), gives us that the sum of these elements equals tr(:3).
Exponents of weight 3. Then r has to be pairwise distinct from s and u. We have
three ways to choose r, r<s, s<r<u, and u<r. Define
M=[:2r+2s+2u | 0r<s<um&1],
K=[:2s*+2r*+2u* | 0s*<r*<u*m&1],
and
L=[:2s$+2u$+2r$ | 0s$<u$<r$m&1].
Clearly, M & K=<. The remaining elements of weight 3 are therefore
:
0s<u<rm&1
:2s+su+sr.
Combining the remaining elements : with exponents of weight 1, 2, and 3, the
lemma follows. K
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Proof of Lemma 7. By Lemmas 5 and 6,
tr(:) _3 (:)+tr(:) _2 (:)=tr(:5)+tr(:7)
+ :
1s<u&1, u<vm&2
:2s+2u+2v+1
+ :
2s<u&1, um&2
:1+2s+2u
+ :
0s<u<rm&1
:2s+2u+2r.
We will consider possible cancellations between the above elements, tr(:5) and
tr(:7) will be left out temporarily. In each of the sums above, we define sets contain-
ing the elements in each sum. The last sum we split into two sets, depending on
whether the exponent is odd or even. Let
M=[:2s+2u+2v+1 | 1sm&5, 3um&3, 4vm&2, s<u&1, u<v],
K=[:1+2s+2u | 2sm&4, 4um&2, s<u&1],
L1=[:1+2
u+2r | 1um&2, 2rm&1, u<r],
and
L2=[:2
s+2u+2r | 1sm&3, 2um&2, 3rm&1, s<u<r].
Clearly, if there are cancellations, they are between the sets K and L1 and between
the sets M and L2 .
Consider cancellations between K and L1 . All elements in K cancel. Elements in
L1 which survive are
R=[:1+2r&1+2r | 2rm&1],
corresponding to u=r&1,
S*=[:1+2u+2m&1 | 1um&3],
corresponding to r=m&1 and u<m&2, and
Q=[:1+2+2r | 3rm&1],
corresponding to u=1 and r3. The element :1+2+2m&1 is contained in both S*
and Q. Let S=S* & [:1+2+2m&1]. Then
K & L1=R _ Q _ S.
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Consider cancellations between M and L2 . All elements from the set M cancel.
Elements in L2 which survive have exponents
1. s=m&4 and s=m&3,
2. u=2 and u=m&2,
3. r=3 and r=4,
4. All values of s, u, and r such that s=u&1,
5. All values of s, u, and r such that u=r&1.
Let D and E be the set of all remaining elements with the properties given in
cases 4 and 5, respectively. Hence,
D=[:2u&1+2u+2r | 2um&2, 3rm&1, u<r]
and
E=[:2s+2r&1+2r | 1sm&3, 3rm&1, s<r&1].
The elements in case 1 are now contained in D or E. For u=2, the elements in
case 2 are contained in D. Let B be the set of all elements which remain for
u=m&2. Hence,
B=[:2s+2m&2+2m&1 | 1sm&3].
The elements in case 3 are contained in D or E.
Some of the elements are contained in more than one set. We will now redefine
the counters in the sets B, D, and E such that no element appears more than once.
The element :2m&3+2m&2+2m&1 # B is also in D. All elements in E with exponents
2r&2+2r&1+2r are contained in D. Let B* and E* be subsets of B and E, respec-
tively, which do not contain the elements mentioned above. Hence,
B*=[:2s+2m&2+2m&1 | 1sm&4],
E*=[:2s+2r&1+2r | 1sm&5, 4rm&2, s<r&2].
Then
M & L2=B* _ D _ E*.
Consider also tr(:5) and tr(:7). If we can show that all elements from the sum
tr(:7) are in the sets R, Q, S, B*, D and E*, then we can cancel tr(:7), since we
already have this sum.
The element :7 is in R for r=2. The elements (:7)2k, k=1, 2, ..., m&3 are in the
set D for u=k+1 and r=k+2. The element (:7)2m&2 is in R for r=m&1, and the
element (:7)2m&1 is in Q for r=m&1. Hence, the elements in the sum tr(:7) are in
the sets R, D, and Q. These elements will cancel against the already existing sum
tr(:7). After these cancellations, we get new conditions for the counters in the sets
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R, D, and Q. Let R*, D*, and Q* be the new sets when we have removed the
elements :7 } 2i , 0im&1, from R, D and Q, respectively. Hence,
R*=[:1+2r&1+2r | 3rm&2],
D*=[:2u&1+2u+2r | 2um&2, 4rm&1, u<r&1],
and
Q*=[:1+2+2r | 3rm&2].
The smallest exponents in R*, S, and Q* are greater than 5, so tr(:5) does not exist
more than once in the sum tr(:) _3 (:)+tr(:) _2 (:). If we express all elements in
the sets R*, Q*, S, B*, D*, and E* as a sum, then the lemma is proved. K
Proof of Lemma 8. Let
_2 (:)= :
0r<sm&1
:2r+2s. (4)
Notice, there will be no cancellations since r<s and since we never reduce the
exponent. Let m be odd. Define
M2 j+1=[:2
r+2s | 0rm& j&1, s=r+ j]
for 1 j(m&1)2. The number of elements in M2 j+1 are m& j. Define
N2l+1=[:2
r+2s | 0rm&(l+1), s=r+l]
for (m+1)2lm&1. The number of elements in N2l+1 are m&l. When
l=m& j define
Sj, l=M2 j+1 & N2l+1 .
We claim that the sum of the elements in Sj, l equals tr(:2
j+1). Let Sj, m& j be any
of the sets Sj, l . Consider M2 j+1 . This set is equivalent to
M2 j+1=[:2
r(1+2 j) | 0rm& j&1],
since s=r+ j. The integer j is fixed, so the sum of the elements in this set is equal
to the m& j first terms of tr(:2 j+1). Consider the set N2m&j+1 . This set is equivalent
to the set
N2m&j+1=[:2
r(1+2m&j) | 0r j&1].
Since j and m are fixed, the sum of the elements from N2m&j+1 is a sum of j succesive
terms of tr(:1+2m&j). The maximal exponent in the set M2 j+1 is in the term
:2m&j&1+2m& j&1+ j=:2m& j&1+2m&1. If we raise this element to the power of 2, then
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we get the next element in the trace sum. This element is :1+2m& j. The smallest
exponent in N2m&j+1 is given by the element :1+2
m&j
. This element is equal to the
power of 2 of the element with largest exponent in M2 j+1 . Since N2m&j+1 and M2 j+1
contain m elements together, the sum of these elements equals tr(:2 j+1).
Let m be even. Define, as we did for m odd,
M2 j+1=[:2
r+2s | 0rm& j&1, s=r+ j]
and
N2l+1=[:2
r+2s | 0rm&l&1.s=r+l].
But this time, only for 1 j(m&2)2 and (m+2)2lm&1. When l=m& j,
define
Sj, l=M2 j+1 & N2l+1 .
When j is in the range 1 j(m&2)2, we know that the sum of the elements in
Sj, m& j is equal to tr(:2
j+1), since the proof is identical to the case where m is odd.
The elements from (4) which are left out, are covered in the case where j=m2 or
equivalently, l=m2.
Define
R={:2r+2s | 0rm2 &1, s=r+
m
2 = .
We claim that the sum of these elements is equal to tr m21 (:
2(m2)+1).
If we substitute r+m2, instead of s in R, then
R={:2r(1+2(m2)) | 0rm2 &1= .
Since m is fixed, these elements are the m2 first elements in tr(:2(m2)+1). The largest
exponent in the set R, is given by the element :2(m2)&1+2m&1. If we raise this element
to the power of 2 we get
:2(m2)+1.
This is equivalent with the element of smallest exponent in the set R. Hence,
trm21 (:
2(m2)+1) is equal to the sum of the elements from the set R. K
APPENDIX B: NUMERICAL RESULTS
Linear complexity of binary sequences s2 (t) decomposed from family A2 over
GR(23, m) are shown in Table 1.
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TABLE 1
m Max. complexity Min. complexity No. seq. lower complex
2 3 0 1
3 7 3 4
4 15 1 1
5 30 10 1
6 56 26 1
7 98 56 1
8 162 106 1
9 255 180 1
10 385 280 1
11 561 418 1
12 793 603 1
13 1092 845 1
14 1470 1155 1
15 1940 1545 1
16 2516 2028 1
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